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Editorial Note

Research dialogue introduction
Brands have long been a central focus of research in
Consumer Psychology. A great deal of research has explored
how brands are perceived in human terms (e.g., Aaker, 1997),
and indeed, how individuals come to develop relationships with
brands (Fournier, 1998). This notion that consumers have
relationships with brands has generated a great deal of recent
research (e.g., MacInnis, Park, & Priester, 2009; Park,
MacInnis, Priester, Eisingerich, & Iacobucci, 2010). The
current Research Dialogue builds upon the consumer–brand
relationship literature.
The target paper for this Research Dialogue integrates theory
from social perception with the consumer–brand relationship
literature. Specifically, Nicolas Kervyn, Susan Fiske, and Chris
Malone (2012–this issue) explore how the Stereotype Content
Model can be applied to how individuals perceive brands. The
Stereotype Content Model holds that individuals perceive groups
largely in terms of their Warmth and Competence. In their target
paper, they apply this perspective to brands, developing their
Brands as Intentional Agents Framework. Their paper argues that
individuals perceive brands along the same dimensions by which
they perceive groups, and that specific perceptions drive
emotional responses, brand loyalty, and brand intentions.
Five noted sets of authors provide the comments on the target
paper. Jennifer Aaker, Emily Garbinsky, and Kathleen Vohs
(2012–this issue) explore in detail when brands are perceived as
both competent and warm (the “golden quadrant”). They find that
important benefits flow from such perception. Kevin Keller
(2012–this issue) suggests that additional dimension (e.g.,
expertise, trust, and likeability) was also used by consumer to
understand brands. In addition, he advances the notion that an
important additional outcome of such perceptions is “brand
resonance” — an intense and active loyal relationship. Susan
Fournier and Claudio Alvarez (2012–this issue) endorse an
interdisciplinary approach to exploring consumer-brand relationships, and propose additional avenues of exploration, including the
process by which brands come to be seen as intentional agents,
consumers as relationship agents, additional consumer-brand
relationship dimensions, and the dynamics underlying the
warmth — competency judgments. Deborah MacInnis (2012–
this issue) explores conceptual questions arising from the target
paper, and advances possible avenues for future research. Aronté
Marie Bennett and Ron Hill (2012–this issue) investigate how
demographic difference, such as importance of age, education, and

income, influences the extent to which individuals do perceive
brands according to warmth and competency. Fiske, Malone, and
Kervyn (2012–this issue) provide a response to the commentaries.
This Research Dialogue provides an important conceptual advance
in understanding consumers' psychological relationship to brands.
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